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PART 4
THE YEARS 1982–1983 vs. 1986–1989
INTRODUCTION
This section expands on The Chronological Record (1979–1982). It specifically describes and
compare the Jesus’ Word and revelation and the events related to the Tiny Star in 1982–1983 and
in 1986–1989.

TWO TINY STARS STOPPED (1982–1983)
The Tiny Star that was revealed in 1982–1983 was a composite of “Light and Energy” with a residue
of matter locked into this intensely hot ball of fire. It was moving in the 4th Dimension—a Time
Dimension—thus, moving beyond the speed of light in the relative universe which we call the 3rd
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Dimension. This Holy Spirit insight to understand it this way thrust me so far beyond contemporary
scientific knowledge that no astronomer or scientist would know what I was talking about. Such a
thing in their view does not exist except possibly in the far-flung ranges of “theory”.
Prayer from 1982 to 1983 stopped that Tiny Star. And, as it slowed down (God’s answer to prayer
then), it expanded like dough in an oven, shedding the “Light and Energy” until it plainly burned out,
leaving an immense ball of dust—the residual matter that when it cooled from its vapor state, formed
a hollow ball of dust orbiting our solar system. That massive ball of dust WAS NOT THERE in space,
then suddenly it WAS THERE—this proved to be perplexing to astronomers. But, I understood the
meaning. The Holy Spirit had shown me much about this BALL OF FIRE and I understood that
when God the Father in answer to our prayers STOPPED it, the “Light and Energy” exploded out of
it. The vapors of dust cooled and when it slowed and stopped, it moved from the 4th Dimension and
emerged in the 3rd Dimension—a ball of dust.

THE SECOND TINY STAR (1986)
In 1986, Jesus would reveal that a SECOND TINY STAR was coming at the earth. This time, the
rejection of the Church to God’s Call to Prayer was revealed to be a key factor in this coming trouble.
Jesus gave little information as to the composition of the Tiny Star except to impart the knowing
that it was more like an asteroid, a huge space rock, unlike the Tiny Star of 1982–1983. The Net of
Prayer was again called to pray and prayed about seeking God’s help to deflect it from hitting the
earth renewed in 1986 through 1987 and on into 1988. At no time did we find the 1,000 Intercessors
as had happened in the 1982–1983 period. But, concerted prayer, prevailing prayer, by the Net of
Prayer obtained God’s Help against this second threat to the earth and mankind. In 1989, at a time
when we saw the Sovereign Intervention of God the Father to “set back” a premature judgment and
at the time the major quake hit San Francisco (October 1989), a huge asteroid narrowly missed the
earth, passing through earth’s orbit just six hours after earth had moved by, coming within 500,000
miles of the earth. In space terms, half a million miles was considered to be “too close for comfort”.
Unlike the Tiny Star of 1982–1983 which perplexed and confused astronomers, this asteroid was
spotted by scientists AFTER it narrowly missed hitting the earth in 1989. It apparently had NOT
been seen approaching the earth by astronomers who regularly scan the heavens, and this set off
“alarms” in the astronomical circles.

THE DIFFERENCES: 1982-1983 vs. 1986-1989
The period of 1982 and 1983 was well within a SEASON OF MERCY—meaning in God’s time, it
was a SEASON FOR MERCY and so a little bit of prayer would have a great effect and would turn
away massive threatening destructions. I might note that in the period of 1982 and 1983, prayer and
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financial support of this ministry of intercession was at its greatest, and so the means were available
whereby I could (and did) travel across North America constantly calling for prayer, and constantly
distributing printed Calls for Prayer warning of what was coming.
The year 1989 was a transitional year. America was leaving the SEASON OF MERCY and entering
the SEASON OF AND FOR JUDGMENT. But still, it was “TOO SOON for such a massive judgment
to come. Thus again, a little bit of prayer carried great weight and it was known that it was God’s
Sovereign Will to intervene then on behalf of His Elect and all of mankind to spare them the
worst.
It was known in 1989 that Satan moved to trigger a NUCLEAR WORLD WAR, this was stopped in
1989. What came was something much less—the Gulf War of 1990–1991. Likewise, the Tiny Star of
1986–1989 became something much less a threat than it might have been, it became a NEAR MISS,
and likely by its gravitational pull it may have contributed to the San Francisco quake of October
17, 1989.
Another factor here was CHURCH DECISION. In the period of 1982–1983 THE CHURCH was being
called to DECIDE about JESUS’ WORD and GOD’S WARNINGS. This DECISION TIME would not
conclude until a period from the end of 1988 through to the end of September 1989 when for the
first time ever the CHURCH LEADERSHIP OF MAN utterly (totally) rejected God’s Call to Prayer
and God’s Word by Jesus Christ of coming judgments, of which the Tiny Star was one.
This CHURCH DECISION flung open the doors to a Tiny Star hitting the earth. We would now
enter a SEASON FOR JUDGMENT in 1990. Prayer would not have the same effect as it had in past
years, and unless the 1,000 Intercessors were found (as required by God in His Word years earlier),
the next Tiny Star would NOT be stopped or deflected (as it was in 1989) from hitting the earth.
Except for God’s Sovereign Intervention seen in 1989 and again in this 1991, a Tiny Star would have
impacted the earth—of this there is no question.

THE NUCLEAR CONNECTION
Many of God’s revelations, visions, and Words about the Tiny Star are discerned to have a dual
meaning: they speak of a Tiny Star on one hand, but they also speak of NUCLEAR ATTACK or
NUCLEAR DISASTER on the other hand. This duality was recognized back in 1982, for a Tiny Star
of any size (be it large or small) entering earth’s atmosphere burns brightly as it falls. Likewise, a
nuclear warhead re-entering earth’s atmosphere, as it would when fired on an ICBM, would also
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burn brightly as it falls to the earth, not unlike a FALLING STAR as space objects do.
In 1989, we clearly discerned that Satan was moving to trigger a nuclear accidental attack on the
U.S.A. by Soviet Russia. This was stopped by God’s Sovereign Intervention through the Net of Prayer
and prophetic work in 1989. Only later when the Tiny Star of 1989 narrowly missed hitting the earth
did we realize that along with a nuclear accidental attack a Tiny Star would have also appeared/
happened, impacting the earth as well as nuclear bombs.
As given on the cover page, Jesus’ Word “CONFLAGRATION” of 1981 was discerned to speak of
VOLCANIC EXPLOSIONS, NUCLEAR DISASTER, and/or TINY STAR (or, all three) by 1982 after
the vision of the Tiny Star in 1982. As Bill Weaver has established, there is an intimate connection
between MAJOR EARTHQUAKES and VOLCANIC EXPLOSIONS in connection to space bodies
passing nearby earth—how much more if one fell to earth, a Tiny Star of size!
So, by this we may know that as/when we discern the potential of a destroying VOLCANIC
ERUPTION or ACCIDENTAL NUCLEAR ATTACK to happen, we are also indirectly discerning
that a Tiny Star also nearing earth at the same time. These three judgmental events are intimately
connected through Jesus’ Word and what we have seen in past events as well.
VOLCANIC EXPLOSIONS can be very destructive, but this on top of say a NUCLEAR ACCIDENTAL
EXCHANGE would make it a massive disaster. But, with a Tiny Star falling to earth as well and at
the same time that would be nothing short of cataclysmic world-wide and a national disaster on
a scale such as never seen before—ever!

GOD’S PURPOSE IN THIS WORK
In 1982 and 1983, Jesus simply revealed the coming danger and He called His Church to pray. We
were in a MERCY SEASON. Time and support of the Ministry work of Intercessory was excellent.
But, finding intercessors who would respond to Jesus’ Word proved to be an undertaking of immense
dimension. The level of unbelief was at times “astronomical” (honestly, no pun intended). Of many
thousands of pastors reached directly by mail/prayer call, NONE responded. Of the many tens of
thousands of Christians reached across America with printed Calls to Prayer, we only barely found
the 1,000 God required by 1983—after two years’ extensive work on the road.
In this time, we repeatedly wrote and contacted the large TV ministries in America about the Tiny
Star. We were aware that the slightest effort on their part to alert God’s people to the dangers on
Christian TV networks would result in more than enough prayer to easily cancel this judgment. We
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were and have been aware that the single biggest problem was “communication”.
The GOOD NEWS was there were 1,000 intercessors who did pray in 1982 and 1983. Of these
1,000 intercessors, the vast majority had responded to the printed Calls for Prayer which we had
distributed on the road—but, none of these contacted us and none got on our mailing list. When we
faced the threat of a new Tiny Star in 1986, this Ministry was in debt and wholly lacked the ability to
do what had been done in 1982 and 1983. To re-find 800 intercessors (at the time the Net of Prayer
only stood at about 200 strong) anew was not possible for us.
Interestingly, in 1983, after having no success or response from the key TV ministers and ministries
(Pat Robertson’s 700 Club, Jimmy Bakker’s PTL, Jimmy Swaggart’s TV Hour, etc.), Jesus told me
something unexpected: because these ministers had not responded to His Word and Call to Prayer,
that in denying God’s praying lambs the knowledge of what to pray about, their ministries would
fall into Satan’s power and Satan would destroy them. I remember that after printing Jesus’ Word
on this matter in 1983 how unpopular it was among those on the mailing list, many asked to be
removed in disapproval and turned away from this Ministry.
Four years later, by 1987, Satan made his move, and Jimmy Swaggart openly accused Jim Bakker
of immoral behavior and sin of all sort. Jim Bakker’s PTL TV show collapsed and Bakker himself
ended up in federal prison. Then, a year later, Jimmy Swaggart was found in “immoral behavior”
and his TV ministry was reduced to one-third of its former size and support. In the turmoil of
railing accusations in the Church, and from the press, TV ministries failed or lost much support.
As Jesus told me in 1983, Satan would and did attack these TV ministries and brought one after
another down to destruction. And I note the primary cause Jesus outlined in 1983. In failing to
respond to Jesus’ Word and make a simple call for prayer on the TV airways in 1982 and 1983, they
directly prevented God’s praying lambs who WOULD HAVE PRAYED from knowing WHAT TO
PRAY ABOUT, this in turn gave Satan OPPORTUNITY to not only bring judgments but to destroy
these ministries. However it’s of note that GOD said it would be SATAN who would destroy these
ministries, not GOD, as many have supposed.
But what was God’s purpose in this work of giving His Word and keeping record of what developed
as prayer reached the required 1,000 by 1983?
In 1979, I recognized that the judgments were what I called, “Patterns to the REAL JUDGMENT”—
early evidences of what God warned of in the way of coming judgments. It is remarkable in that God
not only gave His Word speaking of what was coming but also provided clear evidences in real events
that confirmed and affirmed the REALITY of the WORD HE GAVE. I do not believe that God did
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this as a PROOF OF HIS WORD, but as a PROOF of the IMMINENCE of these judgments.
I do not for a moment suppose or think that God the Father through Jesus Christ did all of this as a
TEST or with the intent of “trapping people in judgment”. His Word over the years only revealed a
constant loving concern that His people be spared these disasters, and in that Love He provided the
kind of evidences that were and are awesome to see, clear in meaning, and so evident that it would
take a willful resolve to ignore God to not know or see what’s coming.

SATAN & HELL IN THE PICTURE
By 1982, we had come to see that Satan and Lucifer and demons out of hell were the prime movers in
the execution of the judgments that Jesus warned of. In the years from 1981 and on, Jesus steadily
revealed more and more of how Satan and Lucifer and demons out of hell worked to bring ‘their
judgments’ on man through God’s Law. The most tragic, if not frightening, aspect of this was to see
so clearly how unbelief, prayerlessness, rejection of God’s Word, God’s Call to Prayer by Christians/
Believers became a major contribution to Hell’s power to execute judgments of death and destruction
on mankind and in this world. By and in large measure, it was this massive degree of unbelief in
God’s people that EMPOWERED Satan and Lucifer and the hosts of hell to execute judgments
and ENABLED them to enter into this world with that immense power to kill and destroy. The
immense Power Jesus Christ vested in Christians and Believers—power OVER ALL the power of
the enemy, Power to BIND or LOOSE, was a power that fell into neutral gear if not used according
to God’s Revealed Will. As Jesus once said in the Scripture, “Those not for Me are against
Me,” and we came to see that when Christians and Believers rejected Jesus’ Word, resisted GOD’S
CALL TO PRAYER—in so doing, they bent this immense Christ-empowerment to Satan’s Will, for
if they would not be FOR CHRIST, then in being AGAINST CHRIST they ended up FOR SATAN
and Satan’s will on earth, which would only be an endless nightmare of death and destruction,
suffering, misery, woe, and sorrow.

OTHER VISIONS & REVELATIONS
Scripture says that a thing is known by the witness of two or three. Well, very many have borne
witness by the Spirit of God that His Word about the Tiny Star is true. Yet, we also find that other
Christians have seen visions of this Tiny Star and if there was some way of assembling all the
revelation of God about the Tiny Star, I believe that we could write a full book, like a telephone book,
just cataloging all that God has revealed to His people collectively.
When Jesus first began revealing this coming judgment to me starting in 1972, for many years, I
thought I was the only one who knew of these things, because I’d never heard of such a revelation of
judgment on America. When Jesus sent me out to the nation to warn of coming judgments in 1976,
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I shortly began to hear from Christians across the nation sharing of what God had showed them
in years past, what God had shown to other prophets who ministered His Word in the previous
generations and back to hundreds of years before, I was frankly astounded. The degree of God’s
revelation to His people in America had been so extensive, so persistent, for such a long time it
seemed impossible to me that it was not more commonly known, although many Church leaders
knew well of these things.
If some wise man made some smart comment, men could quote him out of memory for hundreds
of years to come, but when God poured out His abundant wisdom generation after generation on
all men, three hundred years later no one knows anything, no one speaks of His Word, no one
remembers. It is as if He never said anything at all. Since He sent me to this nation God has raised
up other prophets after me, revealing the same to these and sending them out also. That more of
God’s people do not know of these things is more a testimony to the “stiff-neckedness” and hardheartedness of man who resists God’s goodness than anything else.
The Net of Prayer renewed prayers to obtain God’s Help and Mercy against this new Tiny Star in
1986 and continued in prayer about this through to the end of 1988. And we saw God’s Great help
and answer in 1989 when the asteroid narrowly missed hitting the earth.

ASTRONOMERS RATTLED
The near-miss of the asteroid in 1989 really rattled the astronomers. And, though Christians seemed
hardly impressed and less interested, this one single event set a fire under the scientific community.
They perceived the real dangers involved and took that “near miss of 1989" as a signal to “get with
the program.” By June 1991, newspapers across the nation published report after report, month by
month, on this subject.
It was rather unexpected to see that the odds of being killed by an asteroid is far greater than being
killed in an airplane crash, suggesting that it might be best to be on an airplane when an asteroid
hits (tongue-in-cheek comment).
The problem here is that the WRONG PEOPLE are taking it seriously. These astronomers are out of
their league! What do I mean? They are not merely contending with a possible natural event, where
the orbit of some space rock might naturally intersect earth’s orbit. They are trying to fend off, or
be alert to, a space rock that has been directed by a demon principality at the earth and who would
also work to overcome any move to stop it or detect it. And, if they spot one, what can they do about
it? NOTHING!
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It was Christians who were alerted by God’s Word many years ago to the danger of a Tiny Star
hitting the earth. And, it is Christians alone who have the empowerment in Christ to do something
to change the course of events, stop it, deflect it through prayer, as the Net of Prayer did twice since
1982.
The scientists mention having LESS than a million dollars a year for this work. If we had even 10%
of that sum in 1986 through 1988, we could have easily located the 1,000 Christian intercessors and
could have long since put an end to this danger by prayer.
It is exactly as Jesus showed me in 1982: the astronomers talk about sending nuclear-tipped missiles
to intercept a tiny star and blow it up or deflect it from the earth, but back in 1982, Jesus made it
plain that such an effort, though undertaken, would utterly fail.
Jesus, in 1982, made it very plain: there are only two possible outcomes. One: the Tiny Star hits the
earth, causing massive untold world-wide devastations. Or, two: where prayer obtains God’s help,
He would direct His Prophets to prophetically deflect the Tiny Star away from the earth.
I have noticed that every time a Christian publication picks up a news article about a Tiny Star they
invariably make reference to the Book of Revelation and End Times. In this is the implication that
we are now in the End times. Is the Tiny Star that is coming going to be a fulfillment of the Book of
Revelation? Is this THE TRIBULATION coming?
From what Jesus has told me over the many years, I do not believe that this is the case.
In the revelations of 1977, where Jesus showed me the judgment coming to America in great detail
and depth. Jesus showed me that at the end of judgment on America, in the time the occupation of
America was being overthrown, that the Beast of anti-Christ would begin to emerge then, that this
would mark the BEGINNING OF THE TRIBULATION—the BEGINNING only.
Thus, while the judgment to come upon America definitely has a very likeness to THE
TRIBULATION, it is in fact is a JUDGMENT OF GOD. A judgment of God is something VERY LIKE
THE TRIBULATION, but at the same time it is NOT THE TRIBULATION. Rather, it is a simply a
judgment—a very serious JUDGMENT OF GOD!
These Tiny Stars which Satan has worked to hurl at earth, aiming to strike North America, are
understood to be a PREMATURE JUDGMENT. This was made clear to us by God’s Word in 1989.
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Simply, it means that these events are not only PREMATURE (coming BEFORE God’s appointed
times), but they are unrelated to THE TRIBULATION in a direct sense. Primarily, it is Satan
moving with power from the rebellious Christians/Believers to exterminate mankind, or so severely
devastate mankind in order to PREVENT JESUS’ RETURN (JESUS’ SECOND COMING).
While I do not know how widespread it is, between the Rapture Doctrine and those who teach that
to pray for THE TRIBULATION, nuclear war will bring Jesus’ Return. Very many Christians and
believers do pray for THE TRIBULATION. Some because pray this because they have been taught
to believe that if they bring THE TRIBULATION by prayer, it will result in Jesus’ Return.
It is the persistence of God the Father’s and Jesus Christ’s warnings about the Tiny Star, our Calls
for Prayer (as specifically directed by Jesus) in years past, and in our moving forward that hold the
HOPE OF STOPPING IT. That alone tells me it is not connected to the End Times. It is just a terrible
human disaster which we could be spared, but many seem to prefer. Some even invite it, unaware
of WHO they are inviting, making preference over Christ Jesus!
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